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A first go at Ecm uncertainties
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scan points for mZ and mW
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systematic precision at the Z

Three categories:
• Absolute dominate for Z and W mass
• ptp Point-to-point dominate for Z & AFB

 (peak and off-peak) 
• Due to sampling – turns out to be negligible for 1meast /(15 min= 1000s) → 104 measts
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4
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Procedure

1. determination of spin tune  and determination of average of beam energies in the arcs
-- possible controls
-- possible biases esp. energy dependent biases. 

2. from average energy of pilot bunches to centre-of-mass energies
-- energy losses and beamstrahlung, other losses
-- collision offsets and opposite sign vertical dispersion
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Precision on RDP (Koop, Nikitin) 

one time precision:   10-80 eV
we can certainly measure RDP to 
<< 10keV precision (Nikitin PC)
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estimate of  device parameters for 
FCC-ee (Nikitin) 
if polarimeter can measure
depolarization in 10 sec. a 
precision of 10-7 (4.5 keV) 
should be achievable. 

Not a 
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at the Z:  10-7 error requires yrms = 0.2mm      Tessa indicates more like
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seems to require to work on the harmonic compensation for harmonics close to working point.
is that the same as spin matching?
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Beam energy will be corrected continuously for e.g. tides, by moving RF frequency. 
Orbit will be accordingly modified and continuously sampled. This is not necessarily a bad
thing as it should provide i. some verification of the constance of RDP upon orbit changes.
BPM quality will be at O(microns) level
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=30 mradIP1

IP2

Energy gain (RF) = losses in the storage ring
Synchrotron radiation (SR)
beamstrahlung (BS)

RF = 2SRi + 2SRe + 2BS 

SRi

SRe

RF

at the Z (O of mag.): 
SR = 2SRi + 2SRe =40 MeV
SRe - SRi /2 SR = 0.19 MeV
BS                               = 0  up to 0.62 MeV 

the average energies E0 around the ring 
are determined by the magnetic fields
➔same for colliding or non-colliding beams
-- measured by resonant depolarization
-- can be different for e+ and e-

E+ = E0
+ + 0.5RF -2SRi - SRe – 1.5BS  

E- =  E0
- - 0.5RF - SRi – 0.5BS

➔ E+ + E- = E0
-+ E0   (+ SRe - SRi )

E0 at half RF

single RF system ➔ E+ + E- constant 
if e+, e- energy losses are the same
(mod higher order corrections)
cross-checks: E+ - E- (boost of CM), 

+ measured Z masses!

 E+
b + E-

b

From beam energy to ECM   for 2 IP
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Energy gain (RF) = losses in the storage ring=
Synchrotron radiation (SR)+ beamstrahlung (BS)

RF = 4SRi + 4SRe + 4BS 

at the Z: 
SR = 4SRi + 4SRe =40 MeV
SRe - SRi /2 SR = 0.19 MeV
BS                               = 0  up to 0.62 MeV 
beam always comes to IR from the inside ring 

the average energies E0 around the ring 
are determined by the magnetic fields
➔same for colliding or non-colliding beams
-- measured by resonant depolarization
-- can be different for e+ and e- -- RF gains are not the same.

 E+
b + E-

b

From beam energy to ECM   for 4 IP

SRi energy loss on octant 
where beam is in internal ring
< SRe energy loss on octant 
where beam is in external ring
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E-J  = E0- + RF/2  - SRi - BS/2
E+J = E0+ + RF/2 -4 SRi - 3 SRe -7 BS/2

EcmJ = E-J + E+J = E0+ +E0- + RF -5 SRi - 3 SRe -4 BS = E0+ +E0- - (SRi - SRe)
BoostJ =   E-J - E+J = E0- - E0+  + 3 SRi + 3 SRe + 3 BS 
BoostA=                   E0- - E0+  + SRi + SRe + BS  
(other two ibid with reverse sign)

RF = 4SRi + 4SRe + 4BS 

-- ECM shift due to # in SR in vs ext
-- all Ecm are the same
-- boosts measure the energy losses
-- differences between the rings will
show up. 

many simplifying assumptions
-- BS same for all IP
-- energy losses same for all arcs
-- 4 effect ignored
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so far we have 6 measurements.

E0 is measured from RDP 
(or/and) from precession frequency for e+ and e-
What do we gain with having both? 
Analysis of systematics

Boosts are measured at all IPs

Additional measurements
1- beamstrahlung dump/monitor might be able to 

measure total BS energy or at least inform about variations    
2- beam energies are measured in polarimeters and can

provide test of linearity over short range of energy. 
3. possibly an undulator?
4. beam

Dmitri Shatilov
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Opposite sign vertical dispersion and collision offsets

see slides by Jorg on 20 September and AB FCC week in Paris slides in 
spares.. 

Clearly concluded from this workshop
Luminosity scans required to calibrate the center of bunch position with a 
luminosity scan 
Further studies require the ability to deconvolute the dispersion at IP from
dispersion at BPM. Clearly of interest to use the pilot bunches as reference, 
since they are sensitive to dispersion in BPMs but not at IP.

Generally considered that the precision of dispersion times resolution on 
the collision offset should give an uncertainty the order of 20keV on the 
enegy offsets due to this source. There remains significant work to do  
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conclusions

1. there seems to be no problem reaching excellent precision on RDP (10 keV per meaasurement)
2. The FCC-ee goal of 10-7 precision defines tolerances and constraints that look challenging.

Particularly the requirement of a ring vertical alignment of 2.10-4 over 1 Km (200 microns) 

How does this compare with Tessa’s alignment exercise?

Verification with simulation tools is fundamental to validate and understand these systematics 

→ per machine seed measure the energy, the rms orbit deviation and the derivative 

to characterize the dependency of the CME and spin tune 

tools need to be developed both for simulations of RDP and spin precession 

3. Energy losses Seem to be well constrained by the boost measurements. Possibility to monitor

Beamstrahlung with the beam dump instrumentation should be investigated.

4. We have three tools to investigate the beam collision biases

-- luminosity scans as absolute reference (every hour?)

-- constant monitoring with beam beam deflection monitoring

-- can we use the pilot bunches as reference both for alignment and dispersion? 

5. On the whole there are many questions requiring answers but the precision level of O(10 keV) 

seems like a good target at the Z.

6. some insight about the WW but need to be further extended

7. much documentation is needed.



Experience from LEP: Vernier scans

A. Blondel FCC-ee EPOL session FCC week 2022 20

𝐸𝑒+

𝐸𝑒−

No effect on ECM 
NB energy spread is reduced. 

𝐸𝑒+

𝐸𝑒−

Relative position of beams measured 
to +- 80 nanometers from one scan

From beam energy to ECM 

opposite sign dispersion

ECM lowered:

precision requires going
far from maximum 
➔ loose beam? 

Try beam-beam
deflection?

01/06/2022
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For FCC-ee at the Z we have in vertical direction:
• Parasitic dispersion of e+ and e- beams at IP  10um

the difference is ∆𝐷𝑦
∗ = 14𝜇𝑚.

• Sigma_y is 28nm
• Sigma_E is 0.132%*45000MeV=60MeV
• Delta_ECM is therefore 1.4MeV for a 1nm offset
• Note that we cannot perform Vernier scans like at LEP, we 

can only displace the two beams by ~10%sigma_y 
• Assume each Vernier scan is accurate to 1% sigma_y, 

we get a precision of 400 keV. 
the process should be simulated

• we need 100 beams scans to get an ECM accuracy of 40keV –
suggestion: vernier scan every hour or more. 

• It is likely that Vernier scans will be performed regularly at 
least once per hour or more. (→100 per week) we end up 
with an uncertainty of ~10keV  over the whole running 
period. (provided no systematic effects show up)

• The dispersion must be measured as well; this can be done
by using the vernier scans with offset RF frequency

• this would lead to lots of Vernier scans!

critical effect is in the vertical plane, but horizontal plane should be investigated as well

vernier scans



beam-beam deflection scans were already used at SLC, KEK and LEP

CERN-SL-96-025
https://inspirehep.net/literature/420668

Uncertainty on yopt = -5.60.1 m 
is 1/40 of the vertical beam size 3.80.2 m 
which was itself measured in the process

https://inspirehep.net/literature/420668


beam-beam deflection measurement at FCC-ee as if in « squished perspective » looking from behind detectors endcaps

e-

e+

detector z  axis

U-BPM
upstream electron
beam position monitor
located between
final focus quads and 
compensating solenoid

U+BPM

D+BPM
downstream positron
beam position monitor
located between
final focus quads and 
compensating solenoid

D-BPM

BPM in arc magnets

x axis

y axis

IP

d=2.1m

BPM precision over 108 bunch
passages is ~1m

X



1. beams collide head on
-- or at low current

1’. pilot bunches (not colliding) all the time
1’’ can be calibrated with low current vernier scan
1’’’ or occasional vernier scan 

REFERENCE



2. offset by y  = 0.1y (=3.5nm)
➔ opposite kick by 4rad 
(Shatilov) in opposite directions for e+ and e-
➔movement in the BPMs by 

 2 rad x 2.1m = 4.2 m
(x1000 demagnification due to optics)
with a very specific pattern of movements

Vertical beam size at the IP: 35 nm (at Z pole).
Vertical offset of 0.1y leads to additional orbit
angles about 2 rad for the nominal bunch
population 2.5E+11. (D. Shatilov, simulation)

4.2 m

COLLISION OFFSET

4rad



Measurements of offsets and Opposite Sign Vertical Dispersion (OSVD)

Purely statistical and preliminary arguments: 

OFFSETS:
Four measurements of 4.2 micron displacement with 1 micron precision can be made with 108 bunch passages 
(assume 10000 bunches in each beam)
→ every 3 seconds 
→ measurement of beam beam offset with precision of 0.1 * 35nm / 4.2 / 4 =  1/80 of beam size or ~0.4nm
A normalization of the measurements needs to be performed using a luminosity scan every so often (hour?)
Nbit would be nice to have a reference continuously  CAN WE USE THE PILOT BUNCHES?
LEP did not have pilot bunches, but maybe we can use them? (there is a debate on this) 
Pilot bunches would provide 10^8 bunch measurements in 2 minutes (only 250 bunches of each beam)

OSVD 
we cannot really measure the dispersion at IP directly,  
but the beams will move in opposite directions upon a change of RF frequency 
→ we measure the opposite sign vertical dispersion (OSVD) this way! 

Assuming that a relative momentum change of 10-3 is feasible, this measurement corresponds to a measurement of 
opposite sign vertical dispersion D*y(e+)-D*y(e-) with a precision of 0.4 micrometer.

Plugging this into the equations of the earlier page this leads to a measurement of the possible shift in energy with a 
precision of  20 keV each time the dispersion measurement is done. THIS IS VERY PROMISING  because in particular
it requires very little scanning across the beam. 


